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Digital Scholarly Editing has a money mismatch.

• We create editions using grants, over the limited 

time of the grant.

• When the grant runs out, how do we pay for the 

hosting costs, migration, upgrades, etc?

• And that’s assuming you can even GET a grant…

• As a field, we’re dedicated to removing barriers to 

our scholarships, but we still want to GET PAID.

• How do we monetize “free?”



(and Novelists)

(and Musicians)

(and Illustrators)

(and Fan Fiction Writers)

(and Animators)

(and Filmmakers)

(and Game Designers)



The Next 15 Minutes: A User’s Guide.

• How did these creators manage monetizing “Free?”

• A *FAR* from Comprehensive List.

• What do all of these approaches have in common?

• What magic ingredients do they all share?

• Is this approach appropriate for funding DSEs?

• (Cool story, but what’s in it for me?)



Approach 1:  Ye Olde Tip Jar



Approach 1.2:  The Fund Drive



Approach 1.3:  Pay-What-You-Want

However, in all cases, leaving “let fans pay 

more if they want” checked is key: fans pay 

more than the minimum a whopping 40% 

of the time, driving up the average price 

paid by nearly 50% (in fact, every day, we 

see überfans paying $50, $100, $200 for 

albums priced far lower)



Approach 2:  Membership & Patreon





Approach 3:  Merch!

Souvenirs: Dead Tree Editions:





Approach 4:  Delivery on Payment!







The Next 15 Minutes: A User’s Guide.

• How did these creators manage monetizing “Free?”

• A *FAR* from Comprehensive List.

• What do all of these approaches have in common?

• What magic ingredients do they all share?

• Is this approach appropriate for funding DSEs?

• (Cool story, but what’s in it for me?)



What do these approaches have in common?

• They are participatory.

• What supporters pay for is a chance to belong.

• They are brand driven.

• The product – and the creator – build that brand.

• They are *extremely* “lossy.”

• Webcomic creators estimate 1-3% donate.

• But the sheer economy of scale makes it 

worthwhile.
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Well, *is* it appropriate?

No.



What do these approaches have in common?

• They are participatory.

• What supporters pay for is a chance to belong.

• They are brand driven.

• The product – and the creator – build that brand.

• They are *extremely* “lossy.”

• Webcomic creators estimate 1-3% donate.



Well, *is* it appropriate?

(Probably not.)

(At least not now.)

No.



But… we can crowd *source*?



How *could* it be appropriate?

• We need to make fans out of readers/users.

• Enthusiasm is contagious; stop inoculating 

people.

• We need to ask.

• No supporting bullet. It really is that simple.

• We need to better understand – and respect – the 

work of publishers.

• They did/do more than just print books.
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